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PREFACE 

This is a brief repon of a discussion organiz.ed jointly by the Space Science 
Committee (sse) of the European Science Foundation and the Space Science 
Board (ss B) of the National Academy of Sciences-Nationlll Research Council 
for the purpoae of clarifying certain matters relating to permanent obaervt· 
tories in space, particularly the Large Space Telescope, that arise from Inter· 
national considerations. 

The gencsb of this discussion was a U.S. congTessional suggesllon that other 
nationo(specillcally the European Space Agency and European national space 
provams) ahould contribute to LST funding. In response, the National Aero
nautics and Space Admlnbt,.tion (NASA) instituted negotlatlons with the 
European SpKe Aaency (£SA), the resulu of which have not yet been made 
public, but that probably involve both instrument construction and contribu· 
lions to scienur,. ope,.tions. 

Thb has been a government-to-government negotiation, and h has ruulted 
in cenain concerns among scientific communities on both sides of the Atlantic. 
We felt that the consultative structure establiahed between the ss B and the 
sse could be used to provide a foundation for coordinated advice from the 
science community to the aeverallnterested governmenu and agencleo. 

An example of a muunderstanding and its resolution through consultation 
is touched upon In the recommendation "Instruments for LST ." ESA and 
NASA manogcments follow different traditions, including different approaches 
to instrument procurement. The associated scientific communities each under· 
stAnd their own systems but feel less comfortable with the other as a means of 
ensuring the best pouible performance of the LST . The recommendation 
represtntl a compromU., avoiding unacceptAble insistence on chanii'Sin man
lll'ment practices and yet affording alternative grounds for confidence that a 
good result will be Khieved. 

The U.S. and European asuonomy communities are unequally prepared for 
a discussion of the LST ,Iince the question of European invohoementls of re
cent ori&ln. The aim of our diacussion was therefore modest : to establish a 
foundation of basic Ideas upon which scientists cou.ld build, through NASA, 

ESA, and national governments. 
The conference considered existing plans for the LST and Ill Instruments 

as a basis for lu judgments. It did not consider alternatives, panly because 
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time did not permit and partly because the extensive work performed by 
NAsA and its advisory groups appears to hove been carried out well and 
responsibly. It also did nol consider matters Internal to U.S. or European 
space programs. There are, of course, many such matters, some of crucial 
importance to the future of space science, and they are frequently discussed 
in other publicalions of I he Space Science Board. 

The discussion addressed the following general considerations: 

I. The exlenl 10 which lhe LST can be judged lobe the mosl important 
advance prescnlly in prospect for optical astronomy. 

2. Access to space observatories by tile best qualified individuals regard· 
less of country of residence. 

3. Questions stemmi.ng from multinational funding. 
4. The logistics of the interface between tile space observatory and tile 

science community. 
5. Preparedness of tile community for new modes of operation associated 

with space observatories. 

The Conclusions and Recommendations of this report record tile con· 
ference views as to the geneml nature of the important questions and tlleir 
solutions. The first item is a judgment of value fundamental to international 
cooperation at any level. Detailed work on tile otller items is already under 
way, principally under the aegis of a Space Science Board study of institu· 
tiona! arrangements for the LST to be carried out during tile coming summer 
through a workshop chaired by Dr. Donald Hornig. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

An inlemational conference was held in Williamsburg, Virginia, January 26-
29, 1976, under the atnplces of the National Academy of Sciences (N AS) of 
the United States and the European Science Foundation (ESF) to discuss the 
scientifiC importance and use of planned space obsetvatories. The meeting was 
organized jointly by the Space Science Bo.trd of theN AS and the Space Sci
ence and Astronomy Cornrnillees of the ES •· and was conducted under the 
chairmansh.ip of Sir Harrie Massey. 

Although the conference covered all space observatories, the participants 
paid particular auenlion to the projected Large Space Telescope (LST) be
cause of its exceptional sW~ificance for the future of astronomy. In so doing, 
the participants were fully aware of the close relation of the LST to ground
based optical astronomy. Indeed , when the LST is in operation, there will be 
a new generation of ground-ba.se<t telescopes; these will conduct observations 
that will be nece$$3ry for, and complementary to, those of the LST, whose 
mission will be in those areas in which it alone can operate. 

The conference considered the LST and its mission and then discussed 
aspects of its scientific use, including institutional questions and problems 
posed by data handling and scientific manpower. The participants then 
reached conclusions on the role of tl1e LST withln the broader framework 
of optical astronomy and mude recommendations aimed at ensuring full 
scientific exploitation of this unique lnilrumcnt. This report describes the 
basic information on which their discussions were based and lists their con· 
elusions and recommendations. 

The participants would like to thank the conference observers for the 
many valuable contributions they made. 

The Administrator of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Dr. James C. Fletcher, and the Director-General of the European Space 
Agency, Mr. Roy Gibson, participated in an infonnal discussion of the con
clusions and recommendations of the conference. 
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2. SCIENCE WITH T HE 
LA RGE SPACE TEL ESCOPE 

The LST will have two astronomical capabilities that are unique: ultraviolet 
study of faint objects and high-resolution, diffraction-limited imagery. In 
addition, Infrared and submillimeter detectors can cover a further three 
decades of wavelength, from I!Jm to I Jllln. Emhuslasm for the LST is wide· 
spread among astronomers, who see how these unique cupablllties can be 
utilized to solve a variety of problems at the frontier of astronomy. 

Of special interest are the capabilities of the LST for study of the evolu· 
tlon of galaxies and the universe. Despite the great advances in understanding 
of the blrlh, evolution, and death of stars on both the observational and 
theoretical fronts since the early 1950s, there has been very llnle increase in 
our baoic undersllnding of the physics and evolution of galaxies. This applies 
even to the under1tanding of our own galaxy-e.g., of Its chemical evolution 
and of the nature and origin of the activity in its cenual rCJion or nucleus. 
We still do not know precisely the ratio of abundances of the two most irn· 
porlant elements, hydrogen and bellum, in the oldest stars of our galaxy. 
If we can determine this ratio, we will have important Information about the 
origin and early history of the universe. 

It should be possible to achieve a thorough understanding of the ways in 
which stars have fonned in our galaxy over its lifetime of 101a years, as well 
as an understanding of the history of the enrichment of our galaxy in ele· 
ments heavier than hydrogen that resulted as stan exploded and spewed 
newly formed elements Into interstellar space. By the time the sun condensed 
5 X 109 years ago, enough heavy elements had been fonned to provide the 
solid materitlthat eonstitutes the solar system, including planet Earth, with 
Its potentiJIIity for life. How is this, and the presumed formation of other 
similar planetary systems elsewhere, integrated in the evolution of our galaxy 
ua whole? 

In the following sections we shall outline some ways in whleh the LST will 
advance our knowledge on this broad front. We shall fust discuss the problems 
of detenninlng the distance seale of lhe univer1e, from nearby objects In our 
galaxy, through similar objects in the nearest neighboring galaxies, to those 
distance indicators that lhe LST will enable us to study out to 10 times the 
distance attainable today. We !hen outline ways in which the imaging and uv 
eapabWties of the LST ean be applied to achieve understanding of the evolu· 
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tionary history of our nurest ut"'liletle neiaJ>bon. In the next~tetlon we 
disc:USlthe tluskal cosmoiCJCical problem of the upanslon of the uni .. rae, 
its history and future dnelopmeot, and its origin. We then tllm to a ciJocus. 
liion of the results obtainable from the im.Jcin& and opectrOKOpy of distant 
plaxlu. F!nally, we twn to th- plaxoes that hove attlvfry In their nuclear 
rqioos vastly exceed~ the mode1t aetmry in our own, and to the Wlla
IWna problem of the quason. Here we discuss 10m0 problems of current 
Interest quasan, blade bolet, and lnterplactlc mauer. In this lut field the 
relationship of optkal utrooomy with radio astronomy and hiah-entrJY 
astrophyslca, partlculally x-ray astronomy, reachetlts area test importance. 
Throu&l>out tl\ls brief discussion or cxcihn& problems, ll>e necessity of full
scale support and backup observations using ground-based teltscopet will be 
obvious. 

Distance Scale of the Universe 

Knowled&e of the dillance sca1t of ll>e universe is fundamental to the study 
of ext"Plactk evolution and cosmology. This distance determination de
pends upon, and Is only as aood as, its startln& point, the distances to nearby 
standard llan found from the parallax Induced by the Earth's motion about 
the sun. The lumin<llltiu of theoe nearby stars can then be calibrated for use 
in determUW. distanc:a to farther objects via the inverse-oquare Jaw. Step by 
step,tl\e Jumlnotltlts of rarer and more lwninous objecll, a~ch u Ctpheld 
variable stan, must be calibrated foe use In deducin& dlstanc:a to other 
p!axies. 

The hlah·resolutlon capabUity, point in& stabiUty, and lone lifetime (at 
least 10 yr) of the LST are upected to pve a tenfold lncr-ln the accu
racy with whic:h relall .. s111r positions and 1\ence parallues (and proper 
motions) can be measured. With the LST , the distance to the llyadesstar 
cluster, about whleh there Is still controveny, can be measured accurately, 
and 1\ence the luminosities of its unevoived (main-sequence) stan found. 
These will form the basis for estimates of the distances to Population I a tars 
(metal-rich, youna stars), includina the Cepheid variables. EnouJh distances 
to local unevolvcd stars of Extreme Population II (metal-poor, old stan) 
can be obtained to aet up an aocurate Population II main aequence, to which 
main aequences of aJobular clusten (the oldest stellar agreptes ln our 
p!axy) can be Otted. The faintlimitJna ""&J'itude of the LST, based upon 
the blcJt contrut with the niabt sky, will allow study of the hiably lwninous 
nan (Cepbelds, entire aJobular dust en, and unstable stars with lumlnooilles 
400,000 lima that of the sun) far beyond the present distance Umlts. For 
example, Ctphelcls wiD be observed in the V'qo cluster, and the mOitlwni
nousstars may be studied out u far 11 the Coma cluster. Thus, the comblna· 
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lion or precision astrometry and faint limiting magnitude will permit a 
decisive advance in the accurate determination or distance to other galaxies. 

Evolution in Nurby Galuies 

The s-taxles that are members of our local group provide the best opportunity 
for studying the evolution and history of star formation and chemical enrich
ment outlide our plaxy. The tenfold increase in spatial resolution of the LST 

will enable these studies to be carried to much fainter stars in richer star fields 
than is possible from the ground. For example, study of main-sequence or un
evolved stars in our nearest neighbors, the Magellanic Clouds, wUI be possible, 
allowing insight into the history or star formation there. Did this star forma
tion occur In bursts, as has recently been suggested, rather than at a steady, 
continuous rate? If so, why? What has been the chemical evolution in the 
Magellanlc Clouds, and how has it differed from that in our galaxy? What is 
the underlying stratum or the oldest stars like? How do they relate to the 
oldest stars In our plaxy? Detailed comparison will be possible between the 
globular clusters in the Magellanic Clouds and those in our galaxy. In our own 
globular clusters, we shall be able to observe the while dwarfs that should be 
pretent In very large numbers if current stellar evolution theory is correct. 

In other nearby 8l'laxles, such as the Draco system, we shall be able to 
study in some detail the highly evolved stars, as weU as stars only just ap
proaching the red pnt stage after leaving the main sequence. The Andromeda 
Nebula (M31) hu many limilarities to our galaxy, but some important differ
ences as well. It is impor!Jlnt to understand the differences observed In inte
grated light between the globular clusters in M31 and the metal-poor ones in 
our plaxy. Normal stars of both Populations I and II will be observable in the 
spiral arms and disk ofM31 and also in the spiral galaxy M33. The LST wiil 
enable us to tackle the history of star formation and chemical evolution in 
these galaxies. 

aasslcal Cosmology 

Extension of the absolute distance s.:ale 10 times farther out than is presently 
aualnable means that we shall be able to attack with new precision the clu
lical cosmological problem, first set out by Hubble, or defining and triCking 
back in time the expansion or the universe. The high resolution of the LST 

will provide thls extension to greater distJtnces. We can address such questions 
as: How fast is the expansion decelerating7 Is this deceleration uniform in 
space and time? What is the mean density of maner in the universe that pro
duces th.is deceleration? How is the matter distributed? What will be the fate 
of the universe- expansion forever or an eventual coUapsc into another 
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"primordial fireball" followed by rebirth and eternal rocydina? 
Or we may tum to W>Orlhodox questions: It !he "Universal expiiWon" 

isotropic on both small and luse scale, or nrilher? Is our pretent view of 
!he unlvene too limpl...ru..ded,limited as it Is by !he aoope of our math .. 
matlcalabWty, vision, and unapnatlon and, above all, by our limited pound· 
baaed flew of thole im""'112ly diUant pbxlts that form the raw material for 
<comolosY? The LST may throw newliaftt on thete queotions. 

Chanica I Evolution • nd the 
Morpllolosv of DiJunt Golui., 

Because the most abundant elements have resonance lines in the uv, the uv 
capability of the LST for faint-object spectroscopy wUI permit obstrvltlons 
of the most obundanl heavy elements over the whole range from nearby 10 
extremely distant plaxJes. We therefore hope to be able to trace the origin 
o( the elements back throu&h time as we reach out to ever more distant 
pwdeL 

Furthermore, !he hi&fl·r..olulion capability of the LST wUi be menlial 
for study ina !he fonns of clistant plaxl., as they appeared lona ~&o. Nearby 
plaxl.,lnclude spirals lilte ow own (contailiJna sun and unconden2d 
matter arran,..S predomirwuly In spin! form, out of which new 11111 form), 
e1Uptlcal1 (sy11ems contailiJna only sws, with no unoondented maltrlalltfi) 
and lrrtSulalt (stars plus a considerable amcunt of unoondenJed matter in 
irfftulat form). We cannot teD what forms the moot diSiant detectable pi· 
~have, nor how th<K forms may evolve from one type to another. The 
hiJh retolutlon of the LST wUI permit a hundred time1 u many piC1ure tl<· 
menta in aaaJ.uy lmap as can be obuined with a JIOUnd-baJed teletcope, 
enablina spirals to be dlstlnsulshed from eWptkals at JJtal disttnceL The 
colors of the dJJTerent types, including uv and Infrared wavelengths, can then 
be related to the redshifl and hence to the evolutionary 1111e. By making such 
mcasurementa on galaxies with redshifls as Iorge as z"' O.S, 11 which point !he 
agel are only half the present local value, ond comparlna these meaaurements 
with thoac or nearby galaxle1, one may be able to ace dllllnctlvedlrTerenc:es 
in color I hat would be deciJive proof of the evolution of the unlverae and that 
would also &lve • quantilltive handle on the rste or evolution or sal.ules. 

Active Nude! of Gol.ules and Quasan 

In !he poll few years there has been an enonnouslncrease in lllterCSI In !he 
p<oblem of the explosive octlv!ty Ill the nuclei of some pl.ules. Much tJme on 
pound-based telescopes has been devoted to studylna tho quasan, thooe Ill· 
trillllnsand puwins objeets whose Jar&• redshifia may make them the moot 
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distant objecu In the universe. In spite of this aucntion, the nature or the 
quasars Is sUI I as mysterious as ever. They are faint and dlfncult to study in 
detail. AlthouaJl plausible theories have been proposed for the source of their 
energy. including vavitational collapse into huge black holes, explosions of 
mal5ivo stars, and acceleration of particles by large number> of pulsars, these 
theories are difncuh to test because of current limitations of waveltnJth 
coverage and angular rooulion. 

The Ltrge redshifis of quasars have made it possible in many eases to study 
the far uv spectra from the ground: for quasar> with z"' 2,the lyman" line 
appears at 3648 A; for z: 3, the Lyman limit is easily visible. tlowevcr, we 
are unable to put t<>sether the whole spectrum for any object, and we must 
do th.ls to obtJin a coherent picture of the similarities and differences be· 
tween high· ond low·redshlft objects, pOS$ible differences In their chemical 
composition, and the LJ](e. The broad spectral coverage of the LST will make 
this possible. We would also be able to study with the LST the He land He ll 
resonance lines, and the He I ioni.zation edge, in the highest·Z quasars (z = 3 to 
3.5), thus addressing the question of the origin of helium In the universe. 

A particularly Interesting problem concerns high·z quasars; they often have 
absorption lines in their spectra appearing at many differ<nt redshlfts. These 
are probably produced by the ejection of blobs and lilamonts of gas from the 
central object at up to half the speed of light. Does this also happen in low-t 
objects? We shall know this only when we can lool: at the uv spectra of low·z 
objects from above the earth's atmosphere. How does this ejected matter in
teract with uncondtn.std inlergalactk. matter? 

Or have the quasars themselves been ejected from galaxle1, os some statisti
cal studies SUa&est? What is the relationship between quosars and &alaxle$? Is 
there a real cutoff in red shifts of quasars, or do there exist large numbcr1 of 
faint quasars that we could locate with the LST by uv and blue high-resolution 
imaging? 

Study of the faint fun of llght occasionally visible around quasars has been 
possible from the ground in two cases of low-redshift quasars, and It has been 
found that this light comes from hot gas. If we could observe in the uv, we 
could sec whether these objects, like the high-redshlft quasars, arc ejecting 
gas at high speeds. 

There Is a deflnlte similarity between the active nuclei of some galaxies, 
and the activity in quasars. The high-resolution spectroscopic capability of 
the LST will enable us to see what is happening, IS regards both moss motions 
and the interaction between radiation and matter near the smallacthoe central 
nuclei of Seyfert and N-type galaxies. 

In all these objects we are dealing with phenome.u whose ofiajn Ues in the 
r<alm of hlgh-entrl)' ISlropbysics. At least one quasar is a.n x-ray source, u 
are the active nuclei of some galaxie.s, both quasars and active nuclei are radio 
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SOUrc:tS, 1nd ortcn IOUJtel of I great deal o( in(rartd CMfl)'. The ultimate 
C1'1CIJY JOUret seems likely to be conne<:ted with lfl>'llatlonaleneriY release, 
and benet with pulsorund perhaps with black holes. 

Conclutlon 

This outllne o( probkms that ooe can presently env~sa&e tockllq with the 
LST tS necesardy inadequate, because we cannot foresee 'ltiaac new turns 
utrophy<k:s may toke in the 8 yean "'mlininc before bunch. Furthermo.,, 
we cannot foresee what new discoveries will be mode "'hen th< first data 11e 
pthered with the LST. Astronomy and astrophyoics have for several dceld"' 
been the mo" cltallen!Jng branch of pllyoical science, jull because discovery 
1uts outstripped theory. lfthls has happened with our limited, shuttered view 
of the universe from th~ cloud-bound earth~s surf~ee, wh11 may happen when 
we flm llart uslnc the LST? Perhaps our view of the universe wUl be dras
tically chanaed apln. 
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3. THE LST SCIENTIFIC 
CONFIGURATION 

The LST is planned as a long·lived orbiling astronomical observatory contain· 
In& a 2.4-m Rltchey-Chretien telescope with a focal ratio of f/24. The on-axis 
im:lgo is virtually diffrlletion.Jimit<d at 6328 A., whore the full width at half 
maximum Intensity Is a little la'l!er than 0.05 arc sec. 

The guidance sensfn& system is housed in three of four radial bays louted 
close behind the primary mirror and off the optical axis. Two methods of 
compensating ror the off-axis astigmatism in the guide stars have been pr~ 
posed to provide a point ins stability of 0.007 arc sec rms. 

The fourth radial bay houses the Focal P1ane Camera, a_n instrument of the 
highest priority. An on-axis flat mirror directs a 3-arc-min-$Quare ponion of 
the f/24 image to this camera. The only detector expected to be available is 
the SO X S(}.mm SEC Vidicon, which has 2,000 X 2,000 picture elements 
(pixels), each 25 X 25 lUll in size, correspond in& to 0.09 arc sec square. The 
5·20 photocathode of the SEC Vidicon will allow Imagery from 1200 A. to 
6000 A.. 

The Focal Plane Camer1 is desianed to image the brighter parts of galaxies 
in one orbital night, I.e., in half an hour. A single exposure wUireveal 26th· 
m•8'1itude star>. Reaching the sky background will require the "stacking" of 
ten or more Individual !mages by ground processing. A key feature of the 
Focal Plane Camera is its ability to image a portion of the sky at the same 
time any other scientific instrument on the LST is operatin&. This ·~seren· 
dipity mode" will produce a collection of high-resolution Un~es that are 
expected to reveal very distant cluster> of galaxies, as well as unsuSpected 
objects in the ultraviolet. 

The other scientific lnstrumenta are contained in four modular axial bays 
on the optical and geome1ric axis or the telescope. Foremost amons these 
instruments are the Faint Object Spectrograph (Fos) and the Faint Object 
Can>era (Foe). The FOS i1 characterized by resolving powers of ~/A~ • 101 

and 10' over the wavelength range 1200 A. to 8000 A.. in addition, the design 
can incorporate a higher resolution mode ()./A>. • I !f). When ooupled to a 
photon-counting detector,the FOS wUI be able to obtain the stigmatic >pee· 
trum of a 25th·magnltude st•r (>./A>. • 101 ) in a IO·hour exposure with a 
s:ignal·tc>noise ratio or aboul ) 0. 

Tile FOC will have two modes of operation at focal ratios of f/48 and f/96. 
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Operated at f(96, It Is des~tned to retain the full resolvlna power of the tele· 
ocope. For a detector litld of SOO X SOO pilteb, the correspond in& field of 
new is small (II arc 10t square). A I ().how cumulative txpowre with a 
photon-countlna detector wiU yield 10 perocnt photometry on a 28th m"'l'l
tude nar In a 1()()0,\ band pus. The reeommtnded pbococothode respoJUO 
isS-20. 

The othtr hilh-priority instlWIXIItl beinl eoruiclered for tht two remalnln& 
ulal baya are the Planetary Camera and tht ttt Photomettr. The latttr C0¥<11 

tht spectrwn frotn I to IOOOjUD with a ruoiYin&powtr ofabout )Jll). • 10, 
obtained by a series of filttrs. A Si:As or Si:P photocoadiJCtor oo~n the 
op«trum from I to 30 jllll, while thtlorctr wavelenatha art ruched by the 
... of • bolomttcr. Much of the Itt Photomtttr Is cooled to liquid helium 
ttrnperaturts by a dewu duigned to last at ltut 1 year In orbit . The t k 

Photometer b diffroetion·limited at all wavtltrctlls. 
The Plonttary Camero is a 400 X 400 pixel unintendfled onoloa camera 

with a allleon photomt1rie rcaponat. When operated at f(96, lu field of view 
b 9 arc 1ec square, which is adequate to obtain images of Uranus and Nep
tune with •I-to-noise ratios in exCC$S of 100. When operated at f/24, the 
Planetary Camera is capable of lma&lna hi&hJy rtd-chifted pi axles (z < I) 
In one otbltal nl&ht. 

F'mally, astrometric observations eon be readily performed ulin& tht fme 
1111danoe S)'ll.cm. 
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4. EXPERIENCE WITH 
NATIONAL AND 
INTERNATIONAL 
OBSERVATORIES 

The conftrtn<e was concern..S with the inAltullonal arn,..mtntJ that wiD be 
a key fiiCtOf in tnNritW the sua:ea of space obstrvatoriessuch u the LST. 

The conoq>e of institutes or _.Ia, whtre ru<a~ch ocitntisls PfO'Iide an 
efTeam interf~~Ct bttowen larJtll:lentiflc facilities and the user commWiiry, 
hu ~·efT tell ... Experience at around-ba...S ob~~:rvatories and In space 
IICtivlties has dtmonstnt..S the Importance of lavolvlfta users in tht plan nina 
of obserntories, the allocation of observlna time, the plannitW of opt rot ions, 
and the r..Suctlon and distribution of data. 

The Europ<an Sou them ObservatO<y (uo) in Chile is operat..S by a c:oo
aortium, spomortd by the aovemments of"" Europtan countries. The suiT 
includes sclentlstJ who assist auestln .. stipton in win& the lnstrumtntJ and 
who also carty out thdr own rtll:arch P<OI"'"'· 

The Kitt Peak National DbservatO<y (KPHO) and the Cerro Tololo inter· 
American Observatory (cno) have bttn succnsMly manag..S by the Auo
cbtlon of Unlvtrsltles for Rtstarch In Astronomy, Inc. (AuRA), consislill& 
of 12 univtrsitits undtr contnct with the National Sc:lenct Foundation. The 
profwlonalmff of these observatories usos about 40 percont of tht obstrv· 
ina time, and a auest~lnvucigator prosram, involvin& scientists from several 
countries, accounts for the rtmalnln& 60 p<rcent of the observing time. 

The Royal Creenwlch Observatory hu had considerable exptrlen"" with 
the tnllna&ement problems of operatl"ll seven I lnstrumentJ at d ifferent 
locallons. 

The National Rodio Astronomy Observttory (H R AO) Is fundtd by the 
National Science Foundotion under 1 manaaement contract with Associlttd 
Unl .. nltles, Inc. (Au 1), a consonlum of 10 unlversltits originaUy established 
to operate the Brookhaven National Laboratory. One of the oldtst orpnlza· 
tlons for mana&Jng l1t~ tdentiRc faeilltiea, AUt has built up 1 great deal of 
experience In opentlonal matten. The H R AO staff ensurts the best poaslble 
use of the facllltlea both by vlsltlna uuonomers and by their own rtsearch. 
The observatory facllltlea are a-.llable to any qualified aclentist or 
&nduate student; vlsitO<s are UJian..S approxitnJtely 60 percont of the ob· 
servtnc time. Similar expori<nce of staff lntencciona with usen and similar 
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obscrvlna allocations were reponed wilh the Bonn R.tdio Telucope in 
Cermony ond with the Weuerbork Array in the Netherlonds. 

The Orbillna Aocronomlcal Obsomtory (OAO) 1<rles of opocec:rafl hu 
provided another e.umple of an international JU<I1 invesliptor prosrom. 
OAO•J (CoptrnkuJ) hu been used by 43 U.S. Jcitntlflc: JroUps and 19 
fore ian ldentlflc: croups. The principal inveslipton II Princ:tton Ulllvtnlty 
review propo.ls from suest inVesliptors, inllr\let UJOrt on the WINIIItnll· 
tion, and pr0¥1de help with monastna the dota received at the Million Concrol 
Center 11 Cocldard Sp1« flilht Cenrcr, os wcD u malntalnlna thou own ,. • 
... reh propam. 

The lntcrnational Ultraviolet Explorer (tu E) Is an International obJOrva· 
tory to belaunchcd In late 1977. The construction of theopaoccnfl ond 
lnstrumentslnvolvu contributions from the U.S. and from Euro.,.. Data 
will be received 11 two &round llations: Goddard Spoce Fllaht Center and a 
llltlon nur Modrtd. Thcre arc no princlpol investiptors: all obsorvotions will 
be mode by auests, on a proposal basis. 

The Lunor Science Institute, located near the Johnson Space Center in 
Houlton, Teus, Is operlled by the Universities Space Reseoreh Auoclatlon 
(USRA), 1 eoruortlum of 4S NO<th American univendtles, ond oerves as an 
lnterfooc betwcen the ocademic community ond the NA SA ocntu !hot is 
responsol>le fOf the lunor prosrarn and the doll resultin& from h. USO.A also 
a.,. rates thc Institute for Computer Applications in Science and Enpneerin& 
(1CAS6). 

There is <111rtntly 1 pfOI*O) by a aroup of x-ray astronomers before 
t< AlA for thc Hllb~nt of an x-ray tc:lenoc !Niltute. This lnstitutt, 
responuble fOf the o.,.ntlon ofx-ny ob,.rvatorles in spooc, could be 
associated Wltb an exist inc c:ooaortium. 

NASA Is prnently Jtudyinc the creation of an inllltute tom.,.. the 
LST. Ahh<>u#l plans are not yet complete, aiCicna instilute (tither an 
exlstlna conJOttlum or 1 new corporatJon), under con1r1ct co H AlA, manned 
by private retureh scientists, that would Involve users In the operation of the 
LST, hu ample precedent. The instilute would be responsible for the scientific 
plannins, operationJ, and data reduction and distribution. 

11 
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5. LST DATA HANDLING 

The conference considered the magnitude of the LST data now as presently 
estimated. While not large compared with that of current earth resources 
projects, it is large enough to require careful consideration of data handling 
and distribution procedures. 

The conference was not able to consider in detail the ways in which the 
various LST instruments will generate data; such a consideration must be 
based on a detailed study of various typical missions. These conclusions are 
based, therefore, on quite elementary estimates of the data-generation rate. 

Oat> Generotion 

In its first Oight the LST will be able to generate data from five instruments, 
and there will be additional positional and housekeeping data. Of the five 
instruments, the data rate from the SEC Vidicon (if it is selected for use) of 
the Focal Plane Camera (FPC) will dominate and therefore is the only neces
sary consideration here. 

The FPC pictures will be made up of 2000 X 2000 pixels, the intensity of 
each being dlgjtlzed asa 12-bit number and read out twice to minimize errors. 
In each earth day some 20 pictures of lo" bits each will be transmitted, gjving 
a total of 2 X 109 bits per day. 

Data Transmission 

No great dlfncullies should be encountered in returning data from the LST. 
Data rates of a few mepblts per second will be easily handled by the proposed 
Tracking Data Relay Satellite System (ToRss) or by the existing STADAN 

net. 

Data Storage on the Ground 

II seems probable that users wiD wish to store all their raw data for many 
months; therefore, considerable data.storage capacity on the ground will be 
necessary. One day's worth of SEC Vidicon data would require something 
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like I 0,000 ft of 9-track 1600 BPI tape. Undoubtedly, hJaber-<lenslty packing 
will be available In the mid-1980s,_,and the extent of increase in density wUI 
determine the physical storage requirements. In later stqes of t.he LST 

project, uxrs may find it poss1"ble to overlay suc""ssive pictures In the spate· 
craft or otherwbe to red""" the data volume in orbit, further reducin& the 
ground storage needs. 

Oau Monipubtion 

It is in this area that the need for detaUed information is areotest. "Manlpula· 
tion" includes everything from simple linearization, calibration, and over· 
laying of a few tens of pictures to the full treatment recent planetary pictures 
have received at tlte Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 

A certain first requirement will be for quick-look pictures. At Its simplest 
this might involve picture linearization, cah"bration, and distortion removal. 
It is not a difficult task, and an IBM 360-50 would not be overloaded In keep
in& up with the LST output. 

Further analysis of data·handlin& procedures requires detailed study, but it 
is clear that a system for the transmission of data to experimenters over terml
nals will be required, so that the data can be analyzed further on a variety of 
devices. 

Conclusions 

• The data·transmission rates to be generated by the LST are already well 
within the capabilities of exist in& systems. 

• Titc provision of quick·look pictures that have been linearized, call· 
bra ted, and freed from distortion will be well within the capablllty of a large 
computer. 

• The storage or raw data in archives over months or years may require 
special provision, depending somewhat upon technical developments over 
the next few yean. 

• The maanitude of the full data-manipulation task requires detailed 
study to establish the level of manpower and equipment that will be required 
at an LST science institute and at the u.sen· own instituUons. 
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The Role of the LST In Astronomy 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

The unique quality ofthe LST is its ability to coneentratellght from a point 
source raUing on a larae aperture into an image approximately 0.1 arc sec 
across, together with the wide spectral range over which thJs can be achieved. 
This ability wlll lead to dramatic improvements in the limits of observation in 
many fields of astronomy, including planetary, galactJc, end extragalactic 
studies, and part icularly in studies of the faint objects or lntertll in cosmology 
and In the evolution of galaxies. These improvementS are attainable only in 
tele.scopes opera tins outside the earth's atmosphere. 

The capabilities of the LST therefore represent an Improvement in astro
nomical technique, of a magnitude and importance lhat are unique in optical 
utronomy !>«~use the LST will operate beyond the atmosphere that impoaes 
limitations on the aeruitivity and resolution of cround~sed teleaeopea. 

lnmuments for the LST 

Every elTon should be made to ensure that the fOC21i>laee equipment of the 
LST fully exploill the capabilities of the telescope. This requires wkle·band 
and narrow-band instrumentation for the ultraviolet, optical, and infrared 
ranges. An advisory committee, appointed by N AS and ES F, should review, 
before Onal selection, the deslcn or the focal·plaee Instruments to ensure the 
ehoice of the best equipment. 

To enable existing and future scientific teams to make the best use of the 
Instrument complex, fu lly updated infonnation and documentation of all 
instruments must be available through the European Space Agency and NASA 

at all times. 

Institutional Amncemtnll for the LST 

A scientific organization, one form of whidl oould be a sclenoe institute, wiD 
be needed to cany out vital taw in the opentlon of t.he LST. If International 
cost-oharinc Is Involved, sueh an inslitute should have international ptrticipa· 
lion at all k"ls. Its tasks would include planning and scheduling of obscrvinc 
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programs in conjunction with an international prosram committee, interfacing 
between instrumentation and guest observers, and data reduction. The sclen· 
tific staff would have two main tasks: first, helping guest invesdptors use the 
LST instruments; and second, c:urying out their own ls1ronomical research. 
The international character of the organization should also be relevant to its 
locat.ion. 

Allocation of Observirc Time 

The prime consideration in the allocation of ob!erving time on the various 
instruments of the LST must be the scientific merit of the proposals. We 
recognize that other considerations, such as the material contributions that 
may be made to the LST project by countries other than the United States, 
may affect the methods by which the allocations will be made. 

Scientiflc Data and M.tnpower 

The optimal use of the LST and other space observatories involves a t~r~e flow 
of data. The demands that this will place on the scientific community are not 
yet fully understood. Similar problems have arisen in the put, but they are 
not in themselves surflcitnt reason for failing to procttd with the LST; never· 
theless, we recommend that a study be made of the problem of hand lin& the 
flow of data from the various modes of operation, including the proceues of 
data diJtribution and the requirements for manpower In data handling and 
scientlnc analysis. 
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